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Executive Summary
The overall objective of the LiPLANET project is to create a European innovation and
production ecosystem and reinforce the position of the European Union (EU) in the Lithium
battery cell manufacturing market. LiPLANET plans to build a more competitive Lithium
battery cell manufacturing ecosystem and increase the production of Lithium cells towards
industrial scale, by bringing together the most relevant European Lithium battery cell pilot
lines and the main stakeholders of the battery sector. The project LiPLANET lays the
foundation for a network of battery cell pilot lines in Europe. This network allows exploiting
synergies between pilot line operators, identifying knowledge and equipment gaps, organize
joint trainings as well as, favour collaboration with industry and academia, and facilitate the
access to market.
In this context, it is crucial to make this initiative widely known, and to motivate
stakeholders to join the network. In addition functional and attractive communication
means are essential for the initiative to build interconnectivity among all the targeted
audiences.
This communication and dissemination plan defines communication measures and tools
tailored by type of audience. The strategy to approach target groups with specific key
messages and indicators reflecting success aims at increasing the impact of the project, not
only by reaching a wider audience, but by reaching it effectively.
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1 Introduction
1.1

LiPLANET in brief

The overall objective of the LiPLANET project is to create a European innovation and production
ecosystem and to reinforce the position of the European Union (EU) in the Lithium battery cells
manufacturing market. LiPLANET plans to build a more competitive Lithium battery cells
manufacturing ecosystem and accelerate the production of Lithium battery cells towards industrial
scale, by bringing together the most relevant research pilot lines for Lithium battery cells and the
main stakeholders of the battery sector in Europe. The project LiPLANET lays the foundation for a
network of battery cells pilot lines in Europe. This network aims to exploit synergies between pilot
line operators, identify knowledge and equipment gaps, organize joint trainings, as well as favour
collaboration with industry and academia, and facilitate the access to market.
For this purpose, different activities are followed throughout the project:
•
•
•
•

mapping of the European Lithium battery cell pilot lines and implementation of a network,
creation of a standardised legal framework and a data exchange platform for the cooperation
between industry, academia, and pilot lines,
round-robin test to compare qualification methods,
development of a roadmap for joint strategies of the network to accelerate the market
uptake of innovative, sustainable, and competitive battery cells manufacturing technologies
up to industrial scale production in Europe.

1.2

Scope and objective of this deliverable

In this context, it is crucial to make this initiative widely known, and to motivate stakeholders to join
the network. In addition, functional and attractive communication means are essential for the
initiative to build interconnectivity among all the targeted audiences.
This deliverable defines communication measures and tools tailored by type of audience. The
strategy to approach target groups with specific key messages and indicators reflecting success aims
at increasing the impact of the project, not only by reaching a wider audience, but by reaching it
effectively.
This communication and dissemination plan aims
1) to define an appropriate long-term dissemination & communication strategy; and
2) to elaborate a dissemination & communication plan, listing the most important activities to
be realised during the whole duration of the LiPLANET Coordination and Supporting Action
(CSA).
This document will be re-visited and updated every 6 months.
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2 Definitions
In the context of this document, we consider the following definitions, from the H2020 references
(EC Research & Innovation Participant Portal Glossary/Reference Terms):
Results: “any tangible or intangible output of the action, such as data, knowledge and information
whatever their form or nature, whether or not they can be protected”
Dissemination: “public disclosure of the results by any appropriate means, including by scientific
publications in any medium”
Exploitation: “use of results in further research activities other than those covered by the action
concerned, or in developing, creating and marketing a product or process, or in creating and
providing a service, or in standardisation activities”. We should here bear in mind that this
dissemination protocol is for a Coordination and Support actions which will not produce products or
processes but instead roadmaps and suggestions for new R&I actions.
Communication: “strategically planned process that starts at the outset of the action and continues
throughout its entire lifetime, aimed at promoting the action and its results. It requires strategic and
targeted measures for communication about (i) the action and (ii) its results to a multitude of
audiences, including the media and the public and possibly engaging in a two-way exchange”

Figure 1 - Process involved in the valorisation of the project and its results
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3 COMMUNICATION & DISSEMINATION STRATEGY
Communication and dissemination must be addressed through an integrated approach that
strategically plans activities to avoid ad-hoc efforts. For that, clear objectives, defined targets,
pertinent messages, right medium and means must be identified and implemented.

3.1
•

•
•

Main objectives

Attract European pilot lines operators to join the network (not only research (non‐industrial)
operators, but also industrial stakeholders that are willing to open the access of their pilot
line to the network)
Create visibility of the network and make the purpose of the initiative widely known
Raise awareness of the EU policy‐makers about potential paths to follow in Europe to
incentive the Lithium battery cells industry

3.2

Targeted audiences

LiPLANET has been conceived aiming at a cross‐sector and a cross‐border impact and its results will
be disseminated across key stakeholders: policy makers, industry and lines’ operators, academia and
end‐users.
The audiences targeted for communication & dissemination purposes are shown in the picture
below.
Figure 2 - Scheme of targeted audiences of the LIPLANET CSA
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3.2.1 Lithium battery cells pilot lines operators
• Directly active in operating battery cells pilot lines
• Potentially highly interested; some already involved and supporting the initiative
This group can
• Expect to be regularly informed of the expected benefits and outcomes, and to develop
synergies with core group and external stakeholders
• Get information either through professional social media, newsletters, public & professional
events or directly through “network-targeted “ communication and animation organised by
WP3 (workshops for mutual learning, exchange of good practices, as well as launching joint
R&I projects,…)

3.2.2 Industry, Research and Academic communities interested in Lithium battery cells
manufacture at regional, national, European and international level
This group consists in
• companies involved in advanced materials development, lithium battery cells manufacturing
and companies using lithium batteries and
• Research stakeholders (Private research centres, Research clusters, Research groups in
universities,…)
This group can
• Expect to strengthen their network and create new collaborations
• Expect to set the foundations for further researches and industrial transfers
• Get information mainly through professional social media, newsletters, public & professional
events

3.2.3 Policy makers, regulators & public bodies
This group consists in
• European Commission (DG RTD, DG ENER, DG MOVE, DG GROW, DG CLIMATE, DG ENVI,…)
• National decision makers, ministry representatives, national and regional funding agencies
• International institutions
This group can
• Expect to be informed of outcomes generated through the initiative, to promote innovative
policies for accelerating battery energy storage solutions
• Get information mainly from meetings (consortium members with official representatives)

3.2.4 Civil society
This group consists in
• Citizen/Consumer/NGOs organisations
• Specialised media
This group can
• Expect to get information about main outcomes of the initiative, and globally about the
battery benefits for the society (jobs, environmental footprint, usability,…)
• Get information mainly through mass Medias and from the LiPlanet webpage, Twitter and
LinkedIn accounts, etc…
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3.3

Key messages

This chapter presents the key purpose of the communication towards the different target groups, to
ensure coherence of communication & dissemination activities
Target audience

Goals

 Gain new Network


Battery cells pilot lines
operators




Industry, Research and
Academic communities
interested in Lithium battery
cells manufacture
at regional, national,
European and international
level

Policy makers, regulators &
public bodies








members
Improve cooperation
Share common
understanding
Develop a long-term
self-supporting
business model
Establish contact with
other networks;
enhance synergies and
collaborations
Raise awareness
Increase sector interest
Improve cooperation
Improve knowledge of
research,
demonstration and
innovation projects
Establish contact with
other networks;
enhance synergies and
collaborations

 Raise awareness
 Influence policy
priorities

 Improve regulations
 Increase public
funding opportunities

Type of information

 Legal framework
 Good practices
sharing

 Education & training
 Technical and
economic analysis

 Case studies
 Experience reports
 Skills development

 Technical and





economic analysis
Case studies
Experience reports
Skills development
and trainings
Consultations to
identify gaps and
needs

 Market potential
evaluation

 Lessons learnt
 Socio‐Economic

battery technology, its
impact on electric
mobility and reduction
of GHG emissions, and
impact on
economy/jobs.
Raise awareness on
role of public funding

on Lithium battery
technologies
 Market size and
needs, job creation
 Forecasts and
roadmaps
 Consultations to
identify gaps and
needs
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 Social Media
 Dissemination










analysis
recommendations

Workshops
Events
Conferences
Website
Collaboration tools
Website and
Newsletter

 Website and

 Policy

 Concrete examples










and trainings

 Raise awareness on Li‐

Civil Society at regional,
national and European level

Communication
means & tools



material
Publications
Conferences
Workshops
Surveys
Conferences
Events
Website
Promotional videos
Recommendations
papers and reports
on
regulatory
aspects
Papers and reports

 Website and Social
Media
 Dissemination
material
 Promotional videos
 Press releases
 Articles
 Surveys
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3.4

Use of communication means and channels

This report is developed closely with the deliverable report D6.2 on the communication and
dissemination materials. The report D6.2 presents all communication materials in detail and explains
their composition. This section explains how the materials are used in line with the strategy as
presented in sections 3.1 to 3.3. For a detailed overview about the dissemination materials please
refer to the deliverable report D6.2.
All publications, patents or any other type of communication (also in electronic form) shall include a
statement that the action received financial support from the EU. The same applies also to results
incorporated in standardisation activities.
Figure 3 - Statement to acknowledge public funding

3.4.1

Visual Identity

The initiative logo and visual identity are presented in detail in section 2.1 of the deliverable report
D6.2.

Figure 4. LiPLANET logo

The designed branding is currently under deployment for all the CSA communication means and
tools, including Word and Power Point templates, and the dedicated website.

3.4.2

Communication channels

Communication will be disseminated through different complementary channels.
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Project website - https://liplanet.eu/
The website sitemap is described in detail in report D6.2| 2.7.
The public section will be a key tool for providing structured information to the different targeted
audiences in the most up-to-date way.
A private section will facilitate the network knowledge management through a web‐based secure
professional collaborative space for information and document sharing.
This structure should allow each targeted audience to quickly access the relevant information, as
illustrated by figure 5.

Figure 5 - relevance of every website section for each targeted audience

To optimize the communication about the project, it is good practice for all partners to make
reference to the project on their own websites.

Press
It would be a good practice to involve communication services of the partners organising events
and/or meetings, so that they manage organising press releases and conferences, in order to publish
articles and photos about the meeting/events (and thus about the initiative) on their own websites.
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These materials will then be relayed on the initiative website and Social Media.

Social Media (see report D6.2 | 2.6)
The project’s Social Media are a key tool for external one-way communication. A twitter account
(@LiplanetEU) and a LinkedIn commercial page (linkedin.com/company/liplanet) have been created
and will be regularly fed to keep the audience informed, bringing them to the website and ensure
interest of already attracted visitors.
Social media channels will be fed by news and updated content on the website and other contents
published by the stakeholders involved in the sector and related to the LiPLANET project. It will allow
to create an active and participatory community of followers around the project, and to increase the
visits on the website. They also allow establishing links with other consistent R&I initiatives by
following dedicated accounts.
•
•
•

LinkedIn will be used to promote project actions among policy makers and stakeholders and
foster networking.
Twitter will be used to promote project actions and messages among stakeholders, mass
media and general public and foster networking.
YouTube/Vimeo will be used to promote the videos

Audience mailing lists
A database that will include the members of the network as well as relevant stakeholders in the
contact list of partners will be built according to the GDPR regulations. An appropriate tool (such as
mailchimp) will be used to build and maintain a healthy audience. A master audience mailing list will
be organized with tags, groups, or segments. The audience management tool will allow contacts to
explicitly provide their permission, update their profile, and possibly unsubscribe from the lists.

Events
In addition to the electronic channels listed above, communication and dissemination will also take
place by organising or actively participating to targeted events, such as workshops, conferences, and
trade shows. This aspect is addressed in detail in paragraph 3.4.4.

3.4.3

Communication Material

Different tools are being developed according to H2020 dissemination rules (EC‐GA Art. 29) to
communicate about the initiative and promote it. Deliverable report D6.2 presents a range of
dissemination materials that have already been developed. The materials will be continuously
updated, as new content becomes available. Further materials will be developed and used for
communicating according to the dissemination strategy. This includes the materials that are listed in
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the following paragraphs and may include future materials to come, that can be defined during the
project runtime.

Newsletter
Newsletters are a good practice to regularly share some key information about the initiative. They
would be distributed directly to the built audience, by the partners to their own networks, and
published on the project website and Social Media.
A newsletter will be published bi‐annually about the project and its progress. It will be directly linked
with the project’s website to increase visits. The newsletter will also be circulated via the Batteries
Europe ETIP and via relevant associations (through EMIRI and InnoEnergy).

Publications and articles
The LiPLANET results will be communicated in relevant (peer-reviewed) journals and magazines
interested in the field of Lithium battery cells. In addition, high level articles written by the partners
will be promoted through joint presentations at national/international conferences and by featuring
them in the newsletter. Open access to articles will also help to increase the impact of the project, by
giving free access to project related documents and/or bibliographic data to anyone.

Surveys
A survey tool will be used to consult the general public and stakeholders, as part of WP1 to get the
support of the consulted entities but also to gain their insight. A consultation of selected public
stakeholders will also be part of the roadmap validation workshop in WP5 (M22; Task 5.3).

Mass media actions
General public articles will be promoted on the dedicated area of the website and social media.
Articles and presentations aimed at raising awareness on the goals of LiPLANET and more generally
Lithium battery cell manufacturing are also foreseen.

Press releases
LiPLANET foresees the issue of press releases at strategic times when major achievements have been
made. More specifically, at least 4 press releases are foreseen in occasion of project
events/milestones (see cumulated list in Annex 1).
Press releases will be sent to appropriate media to ensure that all stakeholders, and the wider
community are aware of the project, its objectives, and its outcomes. The strategy is intended to
ensure that there is publicity and media coverage at local, regional, and European levels. The content
of the press release will be in English.
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Videos
LiPLANET will consider preparing one or more videos to further illustrate the objective and progress
of the network setting-up, including testimonies highlighting in particular the benefits for pilot lines
operators.

3.4.4

Events

In addition to the electronic channels listed above, communication and dissemination will also take
place
(i) by actively participating to targeted events, such as workshops, conferences and trade shows
and
(ii) (ii) via dedicated events organised by a LiPLANET consortium partner.

Active presence at conferences/workshops/networks/exhibitions
The active participation of LiPLANET partners at key dissemination events such as conferences and
trade shows to promote the LiPLANET initiative is of great importance to increase the visibility and to
motivate new stakeholders to join the Network and/or use the offered services.
EMIRI and INNOENERGY will regularly inform all the partners of related events and conferences
relevant for battery cells manufacture. In view of the high number of events organised in the battery
domain, partners will
(i) identify the priority events where LiPLANET should be given visibility;
(ii) agree on the most appropriate communication means and actions to be deployed at these
selected events (Exhibition booth, poster, paper, talk, …); and
(iii) coordinate participation to the most relevant ones.

A list of the 2020 events (conferences, trade shows, etc.) most relevant for the Lithium battery cells
stakeholders is attached as Annex 2.

LiPLANET events
In addition to the presentation of LiPLANET and its goals at key external events, the organization of
LiPLANET dedicated events will be key in order to structure the initiative, broaden the network,
embark industry stakeholders, and reach policy makers. EMIRI and InnoEnergy will seek
opportunities to increase awareness of the project/network and disseminate the project results
through their existing distribution channels, especially through EBA250 and ETIP Batteries Europe.
In different work packages (WP), especially WP3, internal meetings and workshops are being
developed for internal exchanges within the network, e.g. workshops to identify best practices worth
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sharing to all network members. This will guarantee intense networking and collaboration with the
pilot lines operators.
In addition to these WP-dedicated meetings and workshops, events targeting more broadly European
battery cells stakeholders will be organised, notably in close coordination with ETIP Batteries Europe,
to promote awareness of the network, implementing the exchange of knowledge over the
boundaries of the network (if IP rights allow), and disseminating the project’s results. Because many
EU initiatives and platforms already exist, the consortium will organise events in order to bridge the
gaps and reinforce bounds between these initiatives. This will provide additional outreach capacity to
key stakeholders enabling the development of constructive partnerships. The workshops and
meetings planned for the project will provide valuable networking opportunities for interactions with
other projects in which other stakeholders might be involved. The LiPLANET network will interact
with the most relevant EU projects as well as national and regional initiatives that are making use of
battery cell pilot lines. For example, research project such as SPIDER, IMAGE, SI‐DRIVE, and national
research clusters such as ProZell or FestBatt. The partners will also scan other world regions for any
other similar initiative to LiPLANET and LiPLANET will invite identified organisations from abroad in its
workshops.
The dissemination activities will also enable academic and industrial experts within Europe to
network and learn from each other, while increasing the number and level of collaborations.

3.4.5

MAIN PUBLICATIONS OF THE LIPLANET PROJECT

The success of the Network will depend on its ability to efficiently communicate about its added
value, capabilities and collaboration models. LiPLANET has set up a complete range of activities
leading to the increase of the visibility of the project and its results. These activities can only be
properly addressed if all the relevant stakeholders ‐ policy makers, industry, research and academia
and end‐users ‐ are involved in the implementation mechanisms to create value. The inclusion of
these key stakeholders in the project will allow LiPLANET to cover the main European Li‐battery pilot
lines players and, therefore, achieve maximum diffusion and convey the messages aligned with the
project at European, national and regional level. In the LiPLANET project, several documents will be
generated as outcome:




Standardised legal framework for collaborations which will be distributed amongst network
members;
Round‐robin test results which will be shared among EU Li-battery cell pilot lines;
Roadmap document which will be communicated to all stakeholders.

These will constitute the backbone of all communication activities.
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3.4.6

COMMUNICATION KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

The main indicators considered to measure the effectiveness of communication are presented
below:
INDICATOR
Website visitors
Followers on social media
Newsletters published
Participants to LiPLANET events
Total audience (contact database)

KPI
30,000
300
2 per year
500
500

4 PARTNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES
All consortium partners will play a key role in terms of dissemination and exploitation. The LiPLANET
consortium has excellent relations with industry associations, agencies and authorities in the
Member States, which will allow an extensive dissemination around Europe.
Communication and dissemination activities will be undertaken in a coordinated way by all LiPLANET
partners, exploiting synergies and avoiding the overlap between them.
All LiPLANET partners will contribute to disseminate and communicate the initiative. Each partner
will appoint a person in charge of contributing to the dissemination and communication tasks, such
as promoting awareness, involvement of relevant stakeholders, creation of communication
materials, etc. More specifically, these tasks will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing and updating the webpage and social networks both with self and external
contents in coordination with the project management team;
Feeding and releasing the newsletter (every 6 month);
Providing partners with appropriate dissemination, communication and outreach materials;
Supporting the preparation of the LiPLANET events;
Be in charge of videos’ production and main documents design;
Generating and disseminating press releases;
etc.

Each partner shall also use its own dissemination networks (websites, newsletters, social networks,
events and workshops) to further publicise the project and thus ensure maximum visibility and
impact. Partners will make sure to systematically use the project’s logo and respect LiPLANET visual
identity in all their dissemination and communication activities.
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5 Detailed implementation plan
A comprehensive range of communication activities is planned and will be executed all along the
project, ensuring that the project receives full attention of relevant target groups, in line with the
above-described strategy and communication tools.
The scope of work listed in the table below includes the following non-recurrent activities: press
releases, newsletters publications, meetings, workshops, conferences, the preparation of
communication materials containing motivation, goals and project description as well as various
communication tools to proactively distribute project details, results and highlights.
Note
A possible impact of COVID-19 crisis on LIPLANET global timeline is still largely unknown. If necessary, the dates
given in the table below will be updated to cope with any required revision of the LiPLANET project timeline.
Due Calendar
month
date
(GA)
(estim.)

WP

Event description

WP7 Kick‐Off meeting

Event
Type

Lead beneficiary/
Main Organiser

Meeting

1 - TUBS

1

Jan-20

2

Feb-20

3

Apr-20

WP3 Implementation workshop -Definition of
Workshop
requirements and needs of the network – (30 p)

1 - TUBS

3

Apr-20

WP3 Network Workshop - Identification of guiding
questions: network members (30 p)

1 - TUBS

5

May-20

7

Jul-20

8

Aug-20

Press Release #1 – Project launch / Kick-off

LiPLANET newsletter #1
Press Release #2 - Reporting on initialisation of
the network, organisational structure, identified
Key expertise and challenges of the network
members, advisory board set-up; and announcing
next steps (Questionnaire to be sent to R&D pilot
line operators, roadmapping workshop and 1st
awareness workshop
WP5 Roadmapping workshop 1 - Definition of
objectives and framework of the roadmap:
Partners, network members (25 p)
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WP6 Awareness workshop 1 - Presentation of the
Workshop
project ambition: global battery community (40 p)

9

Sept-20

10

Oct-20

12

Dec-20

WP7 External Advisory Board meeting

14

Feb-21

WP5 Roadmapping workshop 2 - Identification and
characterization of actions: Partners, network
members, external experts (50 p)

15

Apr-21

LiPLANET newsletter #3

16

May-21

Press Release #3 - Reporting on on-going status
and upcoming events/steps

18

Jun-21

WP6 Awareness workshop 2 - Presentation of the
project (status, expected outcomes, etc.): global
battery community (40 p)

Workshop

6 - EMIRI

18

Jul-21

WP7 External Advisory Board meeting - Development
of recommendations and suggestions for
improvement to the first draft of roadmapping
(20 p)

Meeting

1 - TUBS

20

Sep-21

22

Oct-21

WP3 Network Workshop - Continuation of the
network: network members (30 p)

Workshop

1 - TUBS

22

Oct-21

WP5 Roadmapping workshop 3 - Validation of the
roadmap: Partners, network members, selected
stakeholders (50 p)

Workshop

8 - VDI/VDE-IT

24

Dec-21

24

Dec-21

LiPLANET newsletter #2

LiPLANET newsletter #4

Press Release #4 - Conclusion of the project; main
outcomes of LiPLANET, presentation of the
roadmap, recommendations to policy makers
WP6 Final conference - Explanation of the main
outcomes of LiPLANET, presentation of the
roadmap: Partners, project representatives,
network members, stakeholders (50 p)
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Further communication activities will be programmed by the partners in order to achieve a regular
active presence for promoting the LiPLANET initiative at external events (conferences/ workshops/
networks/ exhibitions).
A list of the 2020-2021 events (conferences, trade shows,…) most relevant for the Lithium battery
cells stakeholders is attached as annex 2. In view of the high number of events organised in the
battery domain, partners will identify the priority events where LiPLANET should be given visibility
and agree on the most appropriate means and actions (Exhibition booth, poster, paper, talk, …).
Based on the first input from the Partners, a preliminary list of priority conferences, workshops and
trade shows where LiPLANET should be actively present has been elaborated. This list is presented in
the table below:

COUNTRY

CITY

21-06-20

Germany

Berlin

20th International Meeting on Lithium
Batteries - IMLB2020

TUBS

XXX

22-06-20

Belgium

Brussels

BATTERIES EUROPE Stakeholder event

XXX

23-09-20

Germany

Berlin

CEA; EMIRI
INNOENERGY
(ABEE)
TUBS

29-09-20

Finland

Helsinki

29-09-20

Germany

06-10-20

EVENT

EIT Raw Materials Summit 2020

WHO PLANS
TO ATTEND

PROPOSED
COMM.
ACTION

START
DATE

X

EIT Raw Materials - Expert Forum on
Sustainable Materials for Future Mobility

(EMIRI?)

X

Frankfurt

Battery Expert Forum

TUBS

X

France

Lyon

Batteries Event 2020

15-10-20

Germany

Stuttgart

The Battery Show Europe

TUBS

X

19-10-20

Germany

Stuttgart

Green Auto Summit

TUBS

X

26-10-20

Germany

Mainz

Industrial Technologies 2020 - “Transition to
Sustainable Prosperity”

TUBS
EMIRI

X

02-11-20

Germany

Braunschweig

IBPC2020
International Battery Production Conference

TUBS
(VDI)

XXX

Nov-20
(tbc)

Germany

Berlin
(tbc)

European Networking Conference on
Batteries (preliminary title, not final)

VDI

XXX

Jan 2021
(tbc)
20-01-21

France
(tbc)
Germany

Berlin

Advance Automotive Battery Conference
(AABC)
BMBF Batterieform

CEA
TUBS
TUBS
VDI-VDE-IT

11-03-21

USA

X

Germany

(VDI-VDE-IT)

XX

nov-21

Germany

Braunschweig

International Meeting on Lithium Batteries
(IMLB)
Advanced Battery Power – Kraftwerk
Batterie
International Battery Production Conference

TUBS

28-04-21

Miami Beach,
Florida
Aachen

TUBS

XXX
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Annex 1 – Consolidated list of the Deliverables, Milestones and
planned events
Due Date
(month)

Calendar
Date

1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
6
6
6
6

janv-20
janv-20
févr-20
mars-20
mars-20
mars-20
mars-20
mars-20
mars-20
mars-20
mai-20
juin-20
juin-20
juin-20
juin-20
juin-20

6

WP

Deliverable/Milestone/Event Title

Deliverable
/Milestone
Number

WP7
WP8
WP7
WP1
WP3
WP3
WP6
WP6
WP6
WP8
WP4
WP2
WP3
WP3
WP3

Kick‐Off meeting (TUBS)
EPQ - Requirement No. 1
Project Management Plan
Pilot line definitions and terms of reference
Implementation workshop (TUBS)
Network Workshop (TUBS)
Dissemination and communication plan
Communication and dissemination materials
Communication and dissemination initiated
POPD - Requirement No. 2
Round-robin protocol
Data Exchange Platform Structure
Communication and organisational structure
Communication and organisational structure defined
Expert groups set-up

D6.1
D6.2
MS13
D8.2
D4.1
D2.1
D3.1
MS6
D3.2

WP3

Key expertise and challenges of the network members identified

MS7

D8.1
D7.2
D1.1

juin-20
6
6
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
12
12

juin-20
juil-20
août-20
août-20
août-20
août-20
sept-20
sept-20
déc-20
déc-20
déc-20

12
12
12
12

déc-20
déc-20
déc-20

13
13
14

janv-21
janv-21
févr-21

Deliverable /Event Type
Meeting
Ethics
Report
Report
Workshop
Workshop
Report
Report
Ethics
Report
Report
Report
Report

Lead
beneficiary/
Main Organiser
1 - TUBS
1 - TUBS
1 - TUBS
4 - CIDETEC
1 - TUBS
1 - TUBS
6 - EMIRI
1 - TUBS
7 - KIC SE
1 - TUBS
4 - CIDETEC
5 - ABEE
1 - TUBS
1 - TUBS
1 - TUBS
1 - TUBS

ORDP: Open Research Data
Pilot

WP7
WP7
WP1
WP2
WP2
WP5

Data Management Plan (DMP)
Advisory board set-up
Questionnaire sent to R&D pilot line operators
Cooperation Agreement
Developed cooperation agreement
Roadmapping workshop 1

D7.1
MS14
MS1
D2.4
MS3

WP5
WP2
WP6
WP1
WP3

Initiated roadmap drafting
Operational data exchange platform
Awareness workshop 1
Report on mapping of EU Li-ion R&D pilot lines
Funding map
Report on goals, objectives and the framework of a roadmap
towards an industrial scale European Li-ion cell production
Policy briefs
Revision PMP 1
External Advisory Board meeting

MS11
MS2

D5.1
D6.4
D7.3

Report
Report
Report
Meeting

8 - VDI/VDE-IT
7 - KIC SE
1 - TUBS
1 - TUBS

D4.2
MS9

Report

WP5

Validation of the round- robin protocol
Frozen protocol
Roadmapping workshop 2

Workshop

3 - AIT
3 - AIT
8 - VDI/VDE-IT

Standardised contract templates for collaboration and data
exchange between the network members and stakeholders
Initialisation of the network
Raw data from round- robin
Awareness workshop 2

Report
Workshop

5 - ABEE
1 - TUBS
2 - CEA
6 - EMIRI

Meeting

1 - TUBS

WP5
WP6
WP7
WP7
WP4

juin-21

Report
Workshop

D1.2
MS8

8 - VDI/VDE-IT
5 - ABEE
6 - EMIRI
4 - CIDETEC
1 - TUBS

18
18
18
18

juin-21
juin-21
juin-21

WP2
WP3
WP4
WP6

18

juin-21

WP7

External Advisory Board meeting

20
20

août-21
août-21
août-21

WP4
WP4

D4.4
MS10

Report

2 - CEA
3 - AIT

D5.2
D3.3

D2.2

Report
Report
Workshop
Workshop
Websites, patents filling, etc.

8 - VDI/VDE-IT
1 - TUBS
1 - TUBS
8 - VDI/VDE-IT
5 - ABEE

D2.3

Report

5 - ABEE

D5.3
MS12
D6.3

Report
Report
Conference

8 - VDI/VDE-IT
8 - VDI/VDE-IT
7 - KIC SE
6 - EMIRI

D7.4

Report

1 - TUBS

24
24
24
24

déc-21
déc-21
déc-21

WP5
WP5
WP6
WP6

Analysis of the round- robin results
Delivery of the reference test protocol and results
European roadmap for an industrial scale Li‐ ion cell production –
First draft
Plan for the sustainability of the network
Network Workshop
Roadmapping workshop 3
Data exchange platform
Standardised legal contracts for collaboration within the network
member and with third parties
European roadmap for an industrial scale Li‐ ion cell production –
Final version
Final roadmap
Training materials
Final conference

24

déc-21

WP7

Revision PMP 2

20
22
22
22
24

oct-21
oct-21
oct-21
déc-21
déc-21

24

WP5
WP3
WP3
WP5
WP2
WP2

déc-21
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MS4
MS5
D4.3

Workshop
Report

1 - TUBS
1 - TUBS
4 - CIDETEC
5 - ABEE
5 - ABEE
8 - VDI/VDE-IT
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